Lyrics Addictions a Horror Story
(Intro)
What am I doing hear right now
What is this place
How I get here
I got to get out of here
Verse 1
Can't gas me
Ima pretty boy
Great gatsby
Nice living through
Pain and sacrifice
Easy to die by the gun
Harder to die by the knife
up close personal
Stab you want you
To know that it's hurting you
Hospital terminal
Every time you piss
Think of me missing
The urinal
Ahhhh
Spit on your grave
after the funeral
Grimey
Why try me
Just another whiteboy
Lived a depressing life
Grew up got married
Had a terrible wife
Cheated on me
More then twice
Called the plumber
To see his pipe
Precious
Try growing up middle class
Wanting a death wish
Missing every message
Never learn your lesson
Pushing buttons
Turned into something dark
Wouldn't like me when I'm angry
Incredible Hulk
Writing in my room
Problem since the whom
Real life
Not a cartoon
Not perfect
Not worthless
Every chance

Worth it
Live with a purpose
Yaaaaa
Be dammed
If the show ends
With no curtain
For certain
Certainly a prodigy
Modestly living
everything earned
Nothing given
No concern
Weather I make it
No question
Mine for the taking
Ima take it watch me take it
Ahhhhhh
Help !
Help !
Verse 2
From the city
That never sleeps
Not Miami
Still giving up heat
Struggled everyday
In the street
Lifetime prescription
Another homeless
Whiteboy
Lost in addiction
Needle in my arm
Preying it be different
Preying for a witness
If I pass hope my family
Knows I love em
Didn't want to crush em
Diranged
Couldn't deal with nothing
Turned into something
Better then that
Never held back on track
That's fact
Need it bad
Want this more
Then anything
I ever had
Everything else
Have it back

Let me in
here to win
Time to get it in
Need the credit
Nothing better
Chasing cheddar
Yaaaaa
This business
Nothing personal
Hurting you
Turn up
Can't stop
Won't stop
Taking the game ASAP
Homies saying G
Take that
Take that
take that
Nasty
Can't have me
Sold so much
Need a Grammy
Smoke so much
Should've been a roster
Manifest like a doctor
Saw the light
Need an Oscar
I'm my biggest
Opponent
Need it
Want it know it
Numb
Can't run
To much to over come
Think the mixtape hot
Wait till the album done
Fire the games new sigher
Never been
A lied
Ima start a riot
B more
Fall back
Before
It turns into the wire
(Ending words)
Can't believe I put myself
through this hell
Got know one else to blame
Man addictions a horror story

